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Abstract

Long-term correlation within a speech signal is usually
exploited to achieve higher compression ratios (e.g. RPE-
LTP coders [6]). In this paper we aim to use the long-term
correlation to influence the packetization interval of a voice
stream at the sender before sending it over a lossy packet-
switched network. If a packet is lost, the receiver can con-
ceal the loss of information by using adjacent signal seg-
ments of which (due to the pre-processing/packetization at
the sender) a certain similarity to the lost segment can be
assumed. Subjective test results show that the ”Adaptive
Packetization / Concealment” scheme (AP/C) can alleviate
significantly the impact of isolated packet losses to speech
quality.

1. Motivation

To tackle the problem of lost packets (which for speech
transmission means annoying signal drop-outs and a possi-
bly disrupted conversation), different techniques have been
proposed, which can be divided as follows:

� Loss avoidance at the application level (adaptation [3],
layered coding/multicasting [9], [19])

� Loss avoidance at the network level (reservation [4],
buffer management [16])

� Loss reconstruction (redundancy mechanisms [7],
[12], [14], [16])

� Loss alleviation (interleaving [8], [10], concealment
[5], [15])

Considering a scenario with the presence of numerous,
low-bandwidth speech flows in the Internet, most of the
approaches have scalability limitations, because they either
introduce high per-flow state overhead in Internet routers
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(reservation), data overhead (redundancy mechanisms) or
delay overhead (interleaving, receiver-based concealment).
Due to the nature of the currently standardized speech
codecs, also adaptation of the coder output bitrate to the
network conditions, as well as a layered distribution of the
coder output signal often is not feasible.

Increasing the compression of the speech signal leads
to a reduction in the overall amount of data to be sent over
the network, i.e. the payload per packet is reduced. Yet
the number of packets stays the same (when maintaining
the packetization time interval / playout delay), thus induc-
ing the same per-packet processing cost as before in the
network. Additionally, the high per-packet RTP/UDP/IP
header overhead diminishes the gain of highly compressed
speech, as can be seen in Fig. 1 (relative to PCM speech
quantized with 8 Bit). On the contrary, highly compressed
speech is very sensitive to packet loss (due to coder/decoder
state synchronization).
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We propose a scheme called Adaptive Packetization and
Concealment (AP/C), which uses variable size packets to
increase the loss resiliency (previously, in [17] and [18],
variable size packetization has only been proposed for com-
pression). Fig. 2 shows the basic structure of the sending
and receiving entities of an audiotool with the to-be-added
functional blocks shaded. Note that in principle, any speech
coder able to operate on variable size frames can be used,
as the signal is analyzed before the coder and concealed
(when lost) after the decoder.

At the sender, auto-correlation of the signal is used
for pitch period estimation. Then, two audio “chunks” of
estimated pitch period length are packed into one packet.
This results in small packets being sent for voiced speech,
large packets sent for speech classified as “unvoiced”
(which includes noise and silence).

When loss is detected at the receiver, adjacent speech
“chunks” (of the previous and the following) packet are
reused. Only a simple sample rate conversion needs to be
performed on those chunks to scale them to the needed
length and subsequently fill the gap caused by the lost
packet.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the
adaptive packetization employed by the sender. In section 3,
the concealment algorithm used by the receiver is described.
Section 4 gives results of a subjective test with AP/C. Im-
plications of the proposed scheme with regard to additional
delay, etc. are discussed in section 5. Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2. Sender algorithm

The part of the sender algorithm interfacing to the audio
device copies PCM samples from the audio device to
its input buffer (Fig. 3). Pitch period estimation is done
by auto-correlation and short-term energy measurement
of an input segment of 2Tmax samples (Tmax being the
correlation window size). The result is the value p(c) (c
being the number of the found segment, which we call
“chunk”) reflecting the periodicity for voiced speech (note
that only a reliable detection of periodicity and changes in
periodicity are necessary; the exactness of the pitch period
value itself is not crucial). For unvoiced speech, the algo-
rithm typically picks a value close to Tmax (Fig. 4/Fig. 5).
Then the input buffer pointer is moved by p(c) samples
(thus constituting a “chunk”), c is incremented and if nec-
essary new audio samples are fetched from the audio device.

Another routine (which may run in parallel and should
be integrated with the silence detection function) provides
a simple check for speech transitions:

�p = jp(c)� p(c� 1)j > �T
and either

p(c) < Tu and p(c� 1) � Tu (unvoiced! voiced: uv)
p(c) � Tu and p(c� 1) < Tu (voiced! unvoiced: vu)

where �T and Tu are pre-configured, fixed bounds.

To alleviate the incurred header overhead, which would
be prohibitive for IP-based transport if every chunk is sent
in one packet, two consecutive chunks are associated to one
packet (see Figures 4 and 5)

However, if a vu transition has been detected, the “transi-
tion chunk” is partitioned into two parts (8a/b in Fig. 4) with
p(ca) set to p(c � 1) and p(cb) = p(c)� p(ca) (p(c) being
the original chunk size). Note that if c mod 2 = 0, the
chunk c � 1 (no. 7 in Fig. 4) is sent as a packet containing
just one chunk.

When a uv transition has taken place, backward
correlation of the current chunk with the previous
one (no. 3 in Fig. 5) is tested as it may already con-
tain voiced data (due to the forward auto-correlation
calculation). If true, again the previous chunk is par-
titioned with p(cb � 1) = pbackward(c � 1) and
p(ca � 1) = p(c � 1) � p(cb � 1) (pbackward is the
result of the backward correlation). Note that the above
procedure can only be performed if c mod 2 = 0, otherwise
the previous chunk has already been sent in a packet (a
solution to this problem would be to retain always two
unvoiced chunks and check if the third contains a transition,
however the gain in speech quality when concealing would
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not justify the incurred additional delay).

With the above algorithm “more important” (voiced)
speech is sent in smaller packets and thus the resulting loss
impact/distortion (assuming that the network’s loss proba-
bility is independent of the packet size) is less significant
than using fixed size packets of the same average length,
even without concealment. With our scheme, the packet
size is now adaptive to the measured pitch period. Fig. 6
shows this dependency for four different speakers. The
mean packet size �l is approximately twice the mean pitch
period �pv, as the most frequent combination is a packet
consisting of two voiced chunks.

Distributions of the packet size for test signals of about
10s featuring four different speakers in Fig. 7 show that the
parameter settings 1 can accomodate a range of pitches, as
their overall shapes are similar to each other. As mentioned
above, the most common packets contain two voiced
chunks (vv packets), as distributions are centered around a
value that is twice the mean pitch period (i.e. the mean of
voiced chunks).

1Tmin = 30 (start offset point of the auto-correlation); Tu = 120;
Tmax = 160 samples. Note that the packet size extends from sending a
single voiced chunk (l � Tmin) to sending two unvoiced chunks (l �
2Tmax).
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Fig. 8 shows the resulting relative packet header over-
head for different speakers. The overhead is comparable
to a typical parameter setting in IP networks (160 octets
payload [= 20ms ��law PCM audio] in an IP/UDP/RTP
packet [20+8+12 octets header]), yet increases with in-
creasing mean pitch period.

To support a possible concealment operation it is nec-
essary to transmit the intra-packet boundary between two
chunks as additional information in the packet itself and the
following packet. That amounts to two octets of “redun-
dancy” for every packet, that could e.g. be transmitted by
the proposed redundant encoding scheme for RTP ([11]).

3. Receiver algorithm

At the receiver, packet loss is detected by means of RTP
sequence numbers (and timestamps when using silence
detection), taking into account the current playout delay
(when late packets have to be assumed as lost). Due to the
pre-processing at the sender, the receiver can assume that
the chunks of a lost packet resemble the adjacent chunks.
The adjacent chunks (c12 and c31 in Fig. 9) are resampled in
the time domain by a factor of k = c12=c21 and k = c31=c22
for the left and right adjacent packet respectively. This is
done to match the lost chunk sizes, which are given by the
packet length and the transmitted intra packet boundary2.
Resampling is done using a linear interpolator (as in [20]).
The conversion factor k is linearly varied throughout the
signal segment. This enables a replacement signal with a
correct phase, thus avoiding discontinuities in the concealed
signal leading to distortions, while maintaining the original
pitch frequency at both edges. Then these chunks are
copied into the outbut buffer as a replacement for the lost
packet. No time-scale adjustment ([15]) is necessary as the
chunk sizes are small. Because the sizes of the lost and
the adjacent chunk most probably only differ slightly for
either voiced or unvoiced speech (and thus the respective
spectra), no specific distortion caused by the operation can
be observed. Fig. 10 shows the concealment operation in
the time domain.

However, transitions in the signal might lead to extreme
expansion/compression operations. Table 1 lists the pos-
sible cases. va; ua are voiced/unvoiced available chunks,
vL; uL are voiced/unvoiced lost chunks which are relevant
for the case. A u(ujv) packet is a packet where the sec-
ond chunk contains an unvoiced/voiced transition that was
not recognized by the sender algorithm (see section 2). To
avoid extreme expansion/compressionan upper bound fmax

2Further study is needed, how good an estimation of the intra-packet
boundaries would perform.
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packet expansion (exp.)
left lost right compression (comp.)

vjua uLu ua � uL ! exp.
uuL uajv ua � uL ! exp.

uua uLjv ua � uL ! comp.
vjuL uau ua � uL ! comp.

u(ujv)L vav va � (ujv)L ! exp.
u(ujv)a vLv (ujv)a � vL ! comp.

Table 1. Concealment of/with packets con-
taining speech transitions leading to high ex-
pansion or compression

for the resampling has been introduced (Fig. 9): j1 � kj
!

<
fmax. We used fmax = 50%. If the bound is exceeded
when compressing, adjacent samples of the relevant length
are taken and inserted in the gap (“segment copy” in Fig. 9).
An audible discontinuity which might occur can be avoided
by overlap-adding the concealment chunk with the adjacent
ones. High expansions are avoided by repeating a chunk un-
til the necessary length is achieved (“periodic extrapolation”
in Fig. 9) and then again overlap-adding it.

4. Subjective Test Results

To evaluate the properties and performance of AP/C a
subjective test was carried out. Test signals were the four
signals (with different speakers) also used in the previous

objective analysis (PCM 16 bit linear, sampled at 8 kHz).
The new technique was compared against silence substitu-
tion and the simple receiver-based concealment algorithm
“Pitch Waveform Replication” (PWR, [15]), which is the
only one able to operate under very high loss rates (isolated
losses). With PWR, one pitch period found in the packet
preceding the missing one is repeated throughout the loss
gap.

Primary goal of the test was to assess the performance
in the presence of numerous, yet isolated losses. Internet
measurements (e.g. [2] and [21]) have shown that the
probability to loose one packet is relatively high, however
drops significantly for the loss of several consecutive
packets. Loss bursts need to be alleviated by a combination
of concealment/FEC (for losses caused by bit errors, e.g.
on wireless links, and congestion) and queue management
in the routers (for losses caused by congestion).

We therefore modelled equally distributed random
packet losses and introduced only isolated losses (to allow
complete concealment and thus a relative evaluation of the
algorithms) with the following function:

Pi(i) =

8<
:

0 = Pi(iji� 1): packet i-1 lost, ~Pi(i) = PL
1 = ~Pi(iji� 1): packet i-2 lost, ~Pi(i) = 0

PL = 2 �P : otherwise, ~Pi(i) = 0

where Pi(i) denotes the probability of the loss of packet
i and Pi(iji � n) the conditional probability to loose the
ith packet if the (i � n)th packet was lost. ~Pi can force
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a loss on the next packet if the previous packet was lost.
�P � 0:5 is the mean loss rate that needs to be simulated for
the signal. Note that �P = 0:5 results in a deterministic loss
of every second packet.

Thirteen non-expert listeners evaluated the overall
quality of 40 test conditions3 on a five-category scale
(Mean Opinion Score: MOS). Before testing started, an
“Anchoring” procedure took place, where the quality
range (Original = 5, “Worst Case” (WC) signal4 = 1) was
introduced.

Figures 11/12 show the MOS values for the four different
speakers (male low/high, female low/high). As loss values
we give the actual sample loss rate instead of the packet
loss rate, as we deal with variable size packets. It can
be seen that for all speakers AP/C leads to a significant
enhancement in speech quality compared to the “silence
substitution” case, which is maintained also for higher loss
rates. However for speakers (female) with a higher pitch
frequencies, the relative performance (distance between
“silence substitution” and “AP/C”) decreases. A reason for
this is the chosen start offset point Tmin (= 30 samples)
of the auto correlation computation, which constitutes a
lower bound on the chunk/packet size to avoid excessive
packet header overhead, but also limits the accurateness
of the periodicity measurement (note the small distance
between the peak of the packet size distribution and the
lower bound in Fig. 7 for “female high”). Additionally,
female speakers receive relatively high MOS values for
the worst case signal (> 1:5). This is due to the adap-
tive packetization: a higher number of shorter gaps are
introduced (compared to fixed size packetization with
the same loss rate) which are less perceivable. The PWR
algorithm performs well for loss rates of about 20% (cf.
[15]), however speech quality drops significantly for higher
loss rates, as the specific distortions introduced by that
algorithm become significant. Standard deviations of MOS
values for all but two of the forty test conditions are below 1.

Objective measurements are clearly inappropriate for
PWR (no aim at mathematical approximation of the miss-
ing signal segments). AP/C is not a reconstruction scheme
as well, however the adaptive packetization and subsequent
resampling should perform better concerning mathematical
correctness. Calculated overall SNR values for PWR (for
the examples which figure below) are always below those
for the distorted signal. SNR values for AP/C are always
above those for the distorted signal and at least 4dB higher
than for PWR. This confirms our conjecture, yet conclusions
about speech quality should be only based on the subjective

34 speakers � (3 algorithms � 3 loss rates + original)
4In this test we used the unconcealed 50% loss signal.

test results.

5. Discussion

The additional delay introduced in the current implemen-
tation consists of

� time interval corresponding to the length of the
buffered speech segment needed for the sender pro-
cessing (auto-correlation computation) of the second
chunk minus the actual size of the second chunk (as this
belongs to the “conventional” packetization interval to
create a packet) : Tmax � dS � 2Tmax � Tmin.

� time corresponding to one packet length after a loss
was detected at the receiver (Tmin � dR � 2Tmax)

� time needed for computations dC

The computational complexity is low at sender and very low
at the receiver as only simple operations (auto-correlation,
sample rate conversion) have to be performed (thus
dC � dS + dR). This makes the scheme well suited for
multicast environments with low-end receivers. As shown
in Fig. 8, the additional packet header overhead is even for
the highest pitch voice below 10%, which is comparable
to adding a very low bitrate additional source coding to
reconstruct isolated losses ([7]). Because of the dependency
on the pitch period, AP/C is aimed at speech transmission
only.

A deployment problem (for Internet speech transmission
in general) is that modern speech coders are designed to
operate on (small) fixed size audio frames (e.g. F = 10ms
for G.729 [1], F = 30ms for GSM). However, we plan to
integrate a fragmentation algorithm which would allow to
use those codecs, i.e. chunks are always of size kF � p(c)
(k being a positive integer), resulting in overlapping chunks
and additional alignment information needing to be trans-
mitted. Subjective tests have been performed with PCM
samples, this carries the implicit assumption that the speech
immediately after the gap is decoded properly. However
modern speech coders rely on synchronization of coder and
decoder, which is lost during a packet loss gap ([13]) thus
the decoding is worse after the gap due to previous coder
state loss.

Backwards compatibility to existing audio tools is
ensured, as most tools can receive properly variable length
PCM packets (and then mix them into their output buffer),
however specific delay adaptation algorithm might need to
be modified.
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6. Conclusions

A technique for the concealment of lost speech packets
has been presented. The core idea of preprocessing a
speech signal at the sender to support possible concealment
operations at the receiver has proven to be successful.
It results in an inherent adaptation of the network to the
speech signal, as predefined portions of the signal (“chunks”
assembled to packets) are dropped under congestion. From
the perspective of the network, the presented application
level scheme could be complemented by influencing loss
patterns at congested routers (queue management), thus
also supporting more fairness between flows by avoiding
bursty losses within one voice flow.

For future work, better speech classification/ processing
algorithms should be explored in conjunction with AP/C, yet
always taking into account the compromise of quality and
computational complexity. An important task is to assure ef-
ficient support for existing frame-based codecs. Finally, an
integrated scheme, aligning coding, packetization and loss
recovery functionalities should be developed.
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